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Abstract
Given a relational database, a key is a set of attributes such that a value assignment to
this set uniquely determines the values of all other attributes. The database uniquely defines
a pure Horn function h, representing the functional dependencies. If the knowledge of the
attribute values in set A determines the value for attribute v, then AÑ v is an implicate of
h. If K is a key of the database, then K Ñ v is an implicate of h for all attributes v.
Keys of small sizes play a crucial role in various problems. We present structural and
complexity results on the set of minimal keys of pure Horn functions. We characterize
Sperner hypergraphs for which there is a unique pure Horn function with the given hyper-
graph as the set of minimal keys. Furthermore, we show that recognizing such hypergraphs
is co-NP-complete already when every hyperedge has size two. On the positive side, we iden-
tify several classes of graphs for which the recognition problem can be decided in polynomial
time.
We also present an algorithm that generates the minimal keys of a pure Horn function
with polynomial delay. By establishing a connection between keys and target sets, our
approach can be used to generate all minimal target sets with polynomial delay when the
thresholds are bounded by a constant. As a byproduct, our proof shows that the Minimum
Key problem is at least as hard as the Minimum Target Set Selection problem with
bounded thresholds.
Keywords: Generation, Key Horn function, Minimal key, Pure Horn function, Sperner
hypergraph, Unique key Horn function, Target set selection
1 Introduction
Throughout the paper, we denote by V the set of n Boolean variables. We will refer to the
members of V as positive and to their negations as negative literals, respectively. A Boolean
function is a mapping f : t0, 1uV Ñ t0, 1u. A conjunctive normal form (CNF) is the conjunction
of clauses, where each clause is a disjunction of literals. The CNF Φ “ C1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ Cq is also
viewed as a set of clauses Φ “ tC1, . . . , Cqu.
A CNF Φ is called Horn if each of its clauses contains at most one positive literal, and
pure Horn if every clause contains exactly one positive literal. A Boolean function h is called
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(pure) Horn if it has a (pure) Horn CNF representation. Note that every CNF defines a
Boolean function, but a Boolean function may have many different CNF representations. For
instance, given the pure Horn CNF Φ “ pa _ bq ^ pb _ aq ^ pa _ c _ dq ^ pa _ c _ eq on
variables a, b, c, d, e, we can also represent the same Boolean function h by the pure Horn CNF
Ψ “ pa_ bq^ pb_aq^ pb_ c_dq^ pb_ c_ eq. Note that a pure Horn clause can also be viewed
as an implication. For instance, C “ b_ c_ e is equivalent with the implication bcÑ e. Thus,
we can view a pure Horn CNF as an implication system, e.g., we shall write Φ equivalently, as
a Ñ b, b Ñ a, ac Ñ de. For an implication A Ñ v we call A the body and v the head. We say
that A Ñ v is an implicate of the Horn function h if any assignment x P t0, 1uV that falsifies
A Ñ v also falsifies h. In particular, if h is represented by a pure Horn CNF then the clauses
of this CNF are all implicates of h.
The concept of Horn functions has been widely studied under different names, such as
directed hypergraphs in graph theory and combinatorics [4], as implication systems in machine
learning [1,2], database theory [3,18], and as lattices and closure systems in algebra and concept
lattice analysis [8,15]. Horn functions form a fundamental subclass of Boolean functions endowed
with interesting structural and computational properties. The satisfiability problem can be
solved for Horn functions in linear time and the equivalence of such formulas can be decided in
polynomial time [13]. Horn functions are strongly related to relational databases [3] and many
interesting algorithmic problems arise from that context. Given a database, we associate the
set V of Boolean variables to the set of attributes of the database. For A Ď V and v P V we
write AÑ v if the knowledge of the attribute values in A uniquely determines the value of v (in
the database records). Such a relation is called a functional dependency in the database. The
set of all functional dependencies define a unique pure Horn function associated to the given
database [3,18]. One of the important notions that arise from databases is the notion of a key.
A key in a relational database is a set of attributes the values of which determine uniquely
the values of all other attributes. Accordingly, a subset K of the variables is a key of a Horn
function h if K Ñ v is an implicate of h for all v P V zK.
We call a pure Horn function key Horn if the body of any of its implicates is a key of the
function. Key Horn functions generalize the well studied class of hydra functions introduced
in [22], where all the bodies are of size 2. Finding the shortest CNF representation of a given
Horn function with respect to multiple relevant measures (number of clauses, number of literals,
etc.) is an outstanding hard problem [4,16,18]. For general pure Horn functions not even non-
trivial approximation algorithms are known. For hydra functions a 2-approximation algorithm
was given in [22], while [17] proved that the minimization remains NP-hard even in this special
case. In [6], the authors provided logarithmic factor approximation algorithms for general key
Horn functions with respect to all of the above mentioned measures.
Our results The present paper focuses on the structure of the set of minimal keys of a pure
Horn function. In particular, we are interested in finding Sperner hypergraphs B that form
the set of minimal keys of a unique pure Horn function hB. We call such a B a unique key
hypergraph, and the corresponding Horn function hB a unique key Horn function.
Section 2 gives a characterization of unique key hypergraphs and unique key Horn functions.
In particular, we show that cuts of a matroid form a unique key hypergraph. The special case
when every hyperedge has size two is discussed in Section 3, where we show that recogniz-
ing unique key graphs is co-NP-complete. Subsequently, we identify several classes of graphs
for which the recognition problem can be decided in polynomial time. Section 4 provides an
algorithm that generates all minimal keys of a pure Horn function with polynomial delay. Fur-
thermore, we show that the problems of finding a minimum key of a pure Horn function and of
finding a minimum target set of a graph are closely related. Using this connection, our algorithm
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can be used to generate all minimal target sets with polynomial delay when the thresholds are
bounded by a constant.
2 Unique Key Horn Functions
The purpose of this section is to give an understanding of the structure of pure Horn functions
that have the same set of keys and in particular the structure of unique key Horn functions.
We start with additional definitions and notation. We view the set of variables V as a
ground set. A hypergraph B Ď 2V is called a Sperner hypergraph if none of its hyperedges
contains another one. Given a Sperner hypergraph B Ď 2V , we say that T Ď V is a transversal
of B, if T X B ‰ H for all B P B. We say that S is an independent set of B if T “ V zS is
a transversal of B. We denote by Bd the set of minimal transversversals of B, and by B˚ the
family of its independent sets.
For a hypergraph B Ď 2V and subset S Ď V we denote by BS “ tB P B | B Ď Su the
subhypergraph of B induced by S. In particular, if S P B˚ then BS “ H. Furthermore, we
denote by BS “ min’l tS X B | B P Bu the projection of B to S where min’l tHu denotes the
family consisting of the inclusionwise minimal members of H. Clearly, if S is not a transversal of
B then we have BS “ tHu. We introduce the notation YB to denote the union of the hyperedges
of B, i.e. YB “ ŤBPB B. We will use the following well-known lemma.
Lemma 1 (Seymour [21]). For a Sperner hypergraph B Ď 2V and subset S Ď V we have
pBSqd “ pBdqS and pBSqd “ pBdqS .
For a Boolean function h, we denote by T phq the set of true vectors of h, i.e., T phq “ tx P
t0, 1uV | hpxq “ 1u. For two functions h and h1 we write h ď h1 if for all x P t0, 1uV we have
hpxq ď h1pxq, in other words, if T phq Ď T ph1q. We say that a clause A Ñ v “ v _ŽaPA a¯ is
an implicate of h if pA Ñ vqpxq ě hpxq for all x P t0, 1uV . For a subset S Ď V we define the
forward chaining closure of S by FhpSq “ tu P V | S Ñ u is an implicate of hu. Note that if
h1 ď h, then Fh1pSq Ě FhpSq, since any implicate of h is also an implicate of h1. For a CNF Φ we
use the same terminology and notation as it defines a unique Boolean function. For example,
Φ Ď Ψ implies Φ ě Ψ.
Keys of a pure Horn function clearly form an upward monotone system. We denote by Kphq
the set of minimal keys of h. To a Sperner hypergraph B Ď 2V we associate the pure Horn CNF
ΦB “
ľ
BPB
ľ
vPV zB
pB Ñ vq.
Note that we have KpΦBq “ B. For a Sperner family B we call ΦB a key Horn CNF. Conse-
quently, a pure Horn function is key Horn if and only if it has such a CNF representation. Let
us observe that for a Sperner hypergraph B and pure Horn function h, B Ď Kphq implies that
h ď ΦB.
Let us also note that there may be several pure Horn functions with the same family of
keys. As an example, consider the hypergraph B “ tta, bu, tb, cu, tc, duu over the ground set
V “ ta, b, c, du, and the pure Horn CNFs Ψ1 “ ΦB ^ pb Ñ dq, Ψ2 “ ΦB ^ pc Ñ aq, and
Ψ3 “ ΦB ^ pb Ñ dq ^ pc Ñ aq. It is easy to verify now that the CNFs ΦB, and Ψi, i “ 1, 2, 3
define four pairwise distinct pure Horn functions and each has B as its set of minimal keys.
Lemma 2. Let B Ď 2V be a Sperner hypergraph and h : t0, 1uV Ñ t0, 1u be a pure Horn
function such that h ď ΦB. Then Kphq ‰ B if and only if there exists an implicate AÑ v of h
and a minimal transversal T P Bd such that T XA “ H and v P T .
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Proof. Since h ď ΦB, any B P B is a key of h. Thus Kphq Ď B implies Kphq “ B because B is a
Sperner hypergraph.
Assume first that Kphq ‰ B, that is, there exists a minimal key K P KphqzB. Since the
sets of B are keys of h and K is a minimal key of h, we must have K P B˚. Let W denote a
maximal independent set which contains K as a subset. It follows that T “ V zW is a minimal
transversal which is disjoint from K. Let v be an arbitrary node in T . Then K Ñ v is an
implicate of h because K is a key. Thus, choosing A “ K proves one direction of our claim.
For the reverse direction, let us assume that there exists an implicate A Ñ v of h and a
minimal transversal T P Bd such that T XA “ H and v P T . Since T is a minimal transversal of
B, there exists B P B such that T XB “ tvu. This implies that FpAÑvq^ΦBpV zT q “ V . Because
we have h ď pAÑ vq ^ΦB by our assumptions, FhpV zT q “ V follows. Therefore there exists a
minimal key K Ď V zT of h. Finally, V zT P B˚ implies K P B˚, from which K P KphqzB follows
as claimed.
Lemma 3. Let B Ď 2V be a Sperner hypergraph and h : t0, 1uV Ñ t0, 1u be a pure Horn
function such that h ď ΦB. Then Kphq “ B if and only if for all implicates A Ñ v of h with
A P B˚ we have v P pV zAqzpYBV zAq.
Proof. Let us first note that for any subset A Ď V that has a disjoint minimal transversal T P Bd
we must have A P B˚. Thus, by Lemma 2, we have Kphq “ B if and only if for all implicates
AÑ v of h for which A P B˚ and for all minimal transversals T P Bd with T XA “ H we have
v R T . Since by Lemma 1 we have pBV zAqd “ pBdqV zA and for all Sperner hyperhraphs H the
equality YH “ YHd holds, we have YpBdqV zA “ YBV zA, implying the claim.
Lemma 4. Let B Ď 2V be a Sperner hypergraph and define Ψ “ tAÑ v | A P B˚, v R YBV zAu.
Let ϕ be a set of clauses of the form AÑ v that are not implicates of ΦB. Then Kpϕ^ΦBq “ B
if and only if ϕ Ď Ψ.
Proof. The claim follows by Lemma 3.
Now we are ready to characterize unique key hypergraphs.
Theorem 5. For a Sperner hypergraph B Ď 2V the pure Horn function h “ ΦB is the only one
with Kphq “ B if and only if for all T P Bd and v R T there exists T 1 P Bd such that T 1 ‰ T and
T 1 Ď T Y tvu.
Proof. For any pure Horn function h with Kphq “ B we have h ď ΦB.
For the only if direction, take an arbitrary T P Bd and v R T , and let A “ V zpT Y tvuq.
By definition of A, we have that YBV zA Ď T Y tvu. Since T is a transversal, we have that
T Ď YBV zA and that A Ñ v is not an implicate of h. If v R BV zA, then by Lemma 4
we have KpΦB ^ pA Ñ vqq “ B which is a contradiction with the assumption that h is the
only Horn function with this property. It follows that v P YBV zA and altogether we get that
T Y tvu “ YBV zA. In particular, this means that there exists a B P B with BzA being minimal
and v P B. Since T is a transversal of B, we have B X T ‰ H. Consider an element u P B X T .
By the minimality of BzA, for every B1 P B different from B either B1XpT ztuuq ‰ H or v P B1.
This means that T 1 “ pT ztuuq Y tvu is a transversal of B.
For the opposite direction, take an arbitrary A P B˚ and v R YBV zA. Then A Y tvu P B˚,
hence there exists T P Bd disjoint from A Y tvu. By the assumption, there exists u P T such
that T 1 “ pT ztuuq Y tvu is also a minimal transversal of B. Therefore there exists B P B for
which B X T 1 “ tvu. As v R YBV zA, there exists B1 P B such that B1zA Ĺ BzA and v R B1zA.
This implies B1 X T 1 “ H, contradicting T 1 being a transversal. This shows that the set Ψ in
Lemma 4 is empty, proving the uniqueness of h.
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We assume that the reader is familiar with the notion of a matroid [20,24].
Corollary 6. The cuts of a loopless matroid form a unique key hypergraph.
Proof. If B is the set of cuts of a matroid, then Bd is the set of bases. If the matroid is loopless,
then YBd “ V . The basis exchange axiom implies the necessary and sufficient condition of
Theorem 5.
The following example shows that not all unique key hypergraphs are related to matroids.
Let B “ t12, 13, 14, 234u, where V “ t1, 2, 3, 4u. Then Bd “ B and satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 5, hence B is unique key. Clearly, Bd is not the set of bases of a matroid.
Remark 7. The conditions of Theorem 5 can be checked in polynomial time if Bd can be
generated in (input) polynomial time from B. For example, if B is 2-monotone [19] or forms
the set of bases of a matroid.
3 Unique Key Graphs
Let us now consider Sperner hypergraphs B Ď 2V such that |B| “ 2 for all B P B (i.e., graphs).
For the sake of simplicity, we use G “ pV,Eq to denote such a hypergraph B “ E. We say that
G is a unique key graph if B “ E is a unique key hypergraph. Following standard graph theory
notation, we denote by Npuq “ tv P V | pu, vq P Eu the set of neighbors of vertex u P V . For a
subset S Ď V we denote by NpSq “ pŤuPS Npuqq zS the set of neighbors of S.
3.1 Complexity of Recognizing Unique Key Graphs
Given a graph G “ pV,Eq and a maximal independent set I Ď V we say that u R I is an
individual neighbor of v P I if Npuq X I “ tvu.
Theorem 8. A graph G “ pV,Eq is unique key if and only if for every maximal independent
set I Ď V and vertex v P I there exists a vertex u R I that is an individual neighbor of v.
Proof. The minimal transversals of E are exactly the complements of the maximal independent
sets of G, that is the minimal vertex covers of G. For a maximal independent set I with v P I
and u R I, the set pIztvuq Y tuu is an independent set if and only if u is an individual neighbor
of v. If this is the case, then pIztvuq Y tuu can be extended to a maximal independent set I 1 of
G not containing v. Thus the statement follows from Theorem 5.
Our next goal is to show that recognizing if B is the set of minimal keys of a unique
key function is difficult already for hypergraphs of dimension two. Let us consider a CNF
Φ “ C1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ Cm over Boolean variables xi, i “ 1, ..., n. Let us associate a graph GΦ to Φ as
follows. The set of vertices is V pGΦq “ txi, x¯i, yi | i “ 1, ..., nu Y tCj | j “ 1, ...,mu Y tzu. The
edges are defined as follows: vertices xi, x¯i and yi form a triangle for all i “ 1, ..., n. Vertices
Cj , j “ 1, ...,m and z form a clique. Finally, all vertices Cj are connected to the literals they
include (see Figure 1).
Theorem 9. A CNF Φ is not satisfiable if and only if the graph GΦ is unique key.
Proof. We derive this claim using Theorem 8.
Let us note first that every maximal independent set I Ď V pGΦq has exactly n`1 points, one
from each of the following cliques: Ti “ txi, x¯i, yiu, i “ 1, ..., n, and K “ tCj | j “ 1, ...,muYtzu.
This is because an independent set I can contain at most one vertex from each of these cliques,
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x1 x¯1
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x2 x¯2
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x3 x¯3
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x4 x¯4
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C1 C3
z
C2
Figure 1: The graph GΦ corresponding to CNF formula Φ “ px1 _ x2 _ x¯3q ^ px¯1 _ x¯2 _ x4q ^
px¯2 _ x¯3 _ x¯4q. Grey vertices form a maximal independent set corresponding to a satisfying
truth assignment. Note that z has no individual neighbor.
and if it is disjoint from Ti, then I Y tyiu is also independent. Similarly, if I XK “ H, then
I Y tzu is also independent. We now verify the conditions of Theorem 8.
Let I be a maximal independent set, and assume that v “ xi P I or v “ x¯i P I. In both
cases u “ yi is an individual neighbor of v. Note next that the sets Npxiq XK and Npx¯iq XK
are disjoint, and therefore any independent set is disjoint from at least one of these sets. Thus,
if v “ yi P I, then either u “ xi or u “ x¯i (or both) is an individual neighbor of v. If v “ Cj P I,
then u “ z is an individual neighbor of v.
Thus, the only claim left to show is that Φ is satisfiable if and only if there exists a maximal
independent set I of G containing vertex z such that z does not have an individual neighbor.
To see this let us first assume that Φ is satisfiable. Consider the set I that contains the literals
that are true in a satisfying assignment and vertex z. Since every clause Cj is satisfied, it has
a neighbor in I other than z, and thus z does not have an individual neighbor. For the other
direction let us assume that I is a maximal independent set, containing z such that z does not
have an individual neighbor. Therefore, every clause Cj must have a neighbor in I, which must
be a literal. Since pxi, x¯iq is an edge of G for all i “ 1, ..., n, I cannot contain a complementary
pair of literals, and thus the literals in I can be set to true simultaneously, satisfying Φ.
Corollary 10. Deciding if a hypergraph is unique key is co-NP-complete already for hypergraphs
of dimension 2.
Proof. It is easy to see that the problem belongs to co-NP, and thus the statement follows by
Theorem 9.
3.2 Bipartite Graphs
Theorem 11. A bipartite graph G “ pV,Eq without isolated vertices is unique key if and only
if E is a perfect matching.
Proof. If E forms a perfect matching on V , then every maximal independent set I contains
exactly one end vertex of every edge in E. For any vertex v P I, the other end vertex u of the
matching edge incident to v is an individual neighbor of v, thus G is unique key by Theorem 8.
For the other direction, let A and B denote the color classes of G, that is, V “ AYB. By
the assumption that there are no isolated vertices in G, both A and B are maximal independent
sets. By Theorem 8, every vertex v P V has an individual neighbor in the opposite color class,
that is, a neighbor of degree exactly one. This implies that E is a matching as stated.
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3.3 Bounded Treewidth Graphs
Theorem 12. For graphs of bounded treewidth, it is possible to decide in linear time if a graph
is a unique key graph.
Proof. We will formulate the problem in monadic second order logic (MSO), the result then
follows by Courcelle’s theorem [11]. Assume that a graph G “ pV,Eq is described with a set
of vertices V and an adjacency relation adjpu, vq which represents the set of edges. The unique
key property can then be described as the predicate
UniqKeypGq “ p@I Ď V qp@v P IqpDu P V qrIndSetpIq Ñ IndNeighpI, v, uqs
where IndSetpIq is a predicate satisfied if I is an independent set of G and IndNeighpI, v, uq
is satisfied if v P I and u is its individual neighbour. These predicates can be defined in the
following way.
IndSetpIq “ p@u P Iqp@v P Iqr adjpu, vqs
IndNeighpI, v, uq “ p@w P Iqradjpw, uq Ñ w “ vs
Since the formulation of UniqKeypGq uses only quantification over a set of vertices I and
not over any set of edges, we can use it to show the following corollary.
Corollary 13. For graphs of bounded clique-width, it is possible to decide in linear time if a
graph is a unique key graph.
Proof. Follows by using a version of Courcelle’s theorem for clique-width [12] on the formulation
of predicate UniqKeypGq in the proof of Theorem 12.
3.4 Graphs With Small Induced Matchings
Theorem 14. Let G “ pV,Eq be a graph, and assume that the size of the largest induced
matching of G is bounded by a constant. Then there is an efficient algorithm to decide if G is
a unique key graph.
Proof. If B “ E then Bd is the family of minimal vertex covers that are exactly the complements
of maximal independent sets. It is known that if the largest induced matching in G has size at
most p, then it has at most n2p maximal independent sets [5]. Thus if p is a constant, then all
of them can be generated in polynomial time [23]. This in turn implies that the conditions of
Theorem 8 can be checked in polynomial time.
4 Generating Minimal Keys
We shift the focus from unique key hypergraphs to the problem of generating all possible minimal
keys of a given pure Horn function. The proposed approach can be applied for various problems,
for example for generating all minimal target sets of a graph. Note that the number of minimal
keys can be exponential in the size of the input CNF, hence the efficiency of generating them is
measured by the time spent between outputting two of them. A generation algorithm outputs
the objects in question one by one without repetition. Such a procedure is called polynomial
delay if the computing time between any two consecutive outputs is bounded by a polynomial
of the input size.
Given a pure Horn CNF Φ, we associate to it a directed graph DΦ “ pKpΦq, Eq as follows.
For a minimal key K P KpΦq, an arbitrary variable v P K, and a clause AÑ v P Φ, we define the
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set S “ pK ´ vqYA. Note that S is a key of Φ, hence there exists K 1 P KpΦq with K 1 Ď S. We
find such a K 1 using a greedy procedure by dropping variables from S one-by-one, and checking
at each step if the remaining set is a key by using forward chaining with respect to Φ. We
include the directed edge KK 1 into E for all possible choices v P K and AÑ v P Φ. For some
v P K we might not have a clause A Ñ v in which case we do not generate the corresponding
K 1. Note that every vertex in DΦ has at most m outgoing edges. Let us remark that the final
graph DΦ is not uniquely defined as its edge set depends on the choices of the K
1 sets in the
above procedure.
Lemma 15. DΦ is strongly connected.
Proof. First we introduce a measure between minimal keys. Let K1,K2 P KpΦq be two minimal
keys. We know that the forward chaining closure of K2 is equal to V . Let us partition V into
layers L0, L1, . . . , Lt where L0 :“ K2, define Li`1 :“ tv P V zLi | there exists AÑ v P Φ s.t. A ĎŤi
j“0 Lju, and t is the largest index such that Lt ‰ H. Let %pK1,K2q :“ p%0, %1, . . . , %tq where
%i “ |Li XK1| for i “ 0, . . . , t.
We claim that there exists an out-neighbor K3 of K1 in DΦ such that %pK3,K2q is strictly
smaller in the reverse lexicographic order than %pK1,K2q. To see this, let i be the largest index
such that %i ‰ 0, and let v be in K1 X Li. Since v P Li, there exists an A Ñ v P Φ such that
A Ď Ťi´1j“0 Lj . For the set S “ pK1´ vq YA we have that |LiXS| ă |LiXK1| and |Lj XS| “ 0
for j ą i. Thus the out-neighbor K3 Ď S satisfies the claim. By induction in the reverse
lexicographic order of the possible % vectors, there exists a directed path in DΦ from K3 to K2.
As K1K3 P E, the same holds for K1, thus finishing the proof of the lemma.
Next we propose an algorithm similar to the approach used in [7,14] for generating all prime
implicates and all abductive explanations of a Horn CNF.
Theorem 16. Given a pure Horn CNF Φ, we can generate all minimal keys of Φ with polyno-
mial delay.
Proof. Consider the directed graph DΦ. Our algorithm will generate all out-neighbors of the
minimal keys that are already generated, starting from a minimal key which we generate by
greedily leaving out elements from V . As DΦ is strongly connected according to Lemma 15, all
minimal keys are obtained this way.
The set of minimal keys that are already generated is kept in a last-in-first-out queue. Before
outputting the top element of the queue, we generate all its out-neighbors and add the new ones
to the queue. Since the generation of the out-neighbors can be done in polynomial time the
numbers of variables and clauses, this procedure has a polynomial delay.
4.1 Minimum Target Set Selection
In the Minimum Target Set Selection problem, we are given an undirected graph G “
pV,Eq and a threshold function t : V Ñ Z`. As a starting step, we can activate a subset
S Ď V of vertices. In every subsequent round, a vertex v becomes activated if at least tpvq of its
neighbors are already active. The goal is to find a minimum sized initial set S of active nodes
(called a target set) so that the activation spreads to the entire graph.
Finding a minimum sized target set is rather difficult. Chen [10] showed that the problem
is difficult to approximate within a Oppoly logpnqq factor already when all thresholds are 2 and
the graph has a constant degree. Charikar et al. [9] proved that, assuming the Planted Dense
Subgraph conjecture, Minimum Target Set Selection is in fact difficult to approximate
within a factor of Opn1{2´εq for every ε ą 0 even for constant thresholds.
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(a) Instance of Min-TSS problem. The thresholds
are tpaq “ tpbq “ tpcq “ tpdq “ 1 and tpeq “ 2.
b
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(b) Construction of ΨG. Thick hyperedges repre-
sent clauses containing three variables.
Figure 2: Illustration of Theorem 17. The CNF associated to G is ΨG “ pb Ñ aq ^ pe Ñ
aq ^ pd Ñ aq ^ pa Ñ bq ^ pc Ñ bq ^ pb Ñ cq ^ pd Ñ cq ^ pe Ñ cq ^ pa Ñ dq ^ pc Ñ dq ^ pe Ñ
dq ^ pta, cu Ñ eq ^ pta, du Ñ eq ^ ptc, du Ñ eq.
The aim of this section is to show that the problems of finding a minimum target set in
a graph (Min-TSS) and of finding a minimum key of a pure Horn function (Min-Key) are
closely related.
Theorem 17. The Min-TSS problem with constant thresholds is polynomial-time reducible to
the Min-Key problem.
Proof. Let G “ pV,Eq, t : V Ñ Z` be an instance of the Min-TSS problem. For a vertex
v P V , we denote the set of its neighbors by Npvq Ď V . We construct a Horn CNF as follows
(see Figure 2):
ΨG :“
ľ
vPV
ľ
AĎNpvq
|A|“tpvq
AÑ v.
Note that ΨG can be determined in polynomial time as the thresholds are assumed to be
constants. By the definition of ΦG, the activation process in G is equivalent to the forward
chaining process in ΨG. This means that K Ď V is a target set of G if and only if it is a key of
ΨG, concluding the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 17 together with the hardness result of [9] implies that Min-Key is difficult to
approximate within a factor of Opn1{2´εq for every ε ą 0, assuming that the Planted Dense
Subgraph conjecture holds.
Based on a construction previously used in [9] for establishing a connection between the
directed and undirected variants of the target set selection problem, we show that Min-TSS
includes Min-Key as a special case.
Theorem 18. The Min-Key problem is polynomial-time reducible to the Min-TSS problem.
Proof. Let Φ be a pure Horn CNF on variables V . We construct a graph G “ pV 1, Eq together
with a threshold function t : V Ñ Z` such that every key of Φ is a target set of G, while every
target set of G can be transformed to a key of Φ without increasing the size of the set.
We add the set of variables V to the vertices of G, and define tpvq “ 1 for v P V . For
every clause C “ A Ñ v of Φ, we construct a gadget as follows. We add a vertex pC that
corresponds to the clause and set tppCq “ |A|. For every variable a P A, we add four new
vertices xCa , y
C
a , z
C
a and w
C
a with thresholds tpxCa q “ tpyCa q “ tpzCa q “ 1 and tpwCa q “ 2, together
with the edges axCa , x
C
a y
C
a , x
C
a z
C
a , y
C
a w
C
a , z
C
a w
C
a and w
C
a p
C . Finally, we add four new vertices
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vb
a c
(a) A pure Horn clause C “ A Ñ v, where A “
ta, b, cu.
2
1 1
1
2
1 1
1
3
1
1
1
1 1
1 2
1
11
12
pC
xCa x
C
cy
C
c
yCa
zCa
wCa z
C
cw
C
c
xCb
wCb
yCb z
C
b
zCv
wCv
yCv
xCv
(b) The gadget and threshold values corresponding
to C “ AÑ v.
Figure 3: Illustration of Theorem 18. Note that the size of the graph G is polynomial in the
length of the input.
xCv , y
C
v , z
C
v and w
C
v with thresholds tpxCv q “ tpyCv q “ tpzCv q “ 1 and tpwCv q “ 2, together with
the edges pCxCv , x
C
v y
C
v , x
C
v z
C
v , y
C
v w
C
v , z
C
v w
C
v and w
C
v v (see Figure 3).
If K Ď V is a key of Φ, then the same set of vertices in G form a target set. Indeed, when
the forward chaining procedure uses a clause C “ A Ñ v to reach a variable v, then this step
corresponds to the activation of v through the gadget associated to C in G.
Now assume that S is a target set of G. We cannot directly say that S is a key of Φ as S
might contain vertices from V 1zV . However, it is not difficult to see that
K :“ pV X Sq
Y tv P V | there exists C P Φ with v P C, S X txCv , yCv , zCv , wCv u ‰ Hu
Y tv P V | there exists C “ AÑ v P Φ with pC P Su
is a key of Φ with |K| ď |S|, concluding the proof of the theorem.
We have seen that finding a minimum sized target set is difficult already for constant thresh-
olds. However, by combining Theorems 16 and 17, we get the following result.
Corollary 19. Given a graph G “ pV,Eq and constant thresholds t : V Ñ Z`, we can generate
all minimal target sets of G with polynomial delay.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we defined unique key hypergraphs as Sperner hypergraphs that form the set of
minimal keys of a unique pure Horn function. We gave a characterization of such hypergraphs,
and showed that cuts of a matroid form a natural example. We proved that the recognition
of unique key hypergraphs is co-NP-complete already when every hyperedge has size two. We
identified several classes of graphs for which the recognition problem can be decided in poly-
nomial time. We gave an algorithm for generating all minimal keys of a pure Horn function
with polynomial delay. By showing that the problems of finding a minimum key of a pure
Horn function and of finding a minimum target set of a graph are closely related, we extended
our algorithm to generate all minimal target sets of a graph with polynomial delay when the
thresholds are bounded by a constant. It remains an open question whether all minimal target
sets can be generated with polynomial delay when the thresholds are unbounded.
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